Question 3. What colour
was the dog I saw on the

beach?

ten-question quiz
Yes! You have knocked over the first chapter in no
time at all. You deserve an End of Chapter Reward.
This one has been sitting here waiting for you to
arrive. And now you are here. Already!
This is a ten-question quiz. See if you can

get ten out of ten!

Question 1. What sort of

Question 2. Who else

bridge goes over the river

was in Aunty Faber’s

near our campsite?

a. swing bridge
b. rickety bridge
c. box girder bridge

paddleboat team?

a. Dad
b. Amy
c. Daniel

Question 4. What was
the ‘finish line’ in the
first race?

a. the swing bridge
b. the shadow under

a. black
b. black and white
c. white

the swing bridge

c. the bench

Question 5. What was Aunty Faber

wearing when we were racing?

a. a summer sarong
b. a bikini
c. a wet suit
Question 6. Which of
these does NOT describe
the boat we ran around
in the final race?

a. blow-up
b. yellow
c. red

Question 7. How many
kids were playing in the
blow-up boat past the
swing bridge?

a. five
b. four
a. seven

Question 8. How many
points was the second
race worth?

Question 9. What is the
name of the kid who ran over
to me during the final race?

a. two
b. one
c. three

a. Brendon
b. Brandon
c. Bladen

Question 10. What is my dad sometimes?
(choose the most correct)

a. a noodle-nut
b. a butthead
c. all of the above
The answers are on page 148 (at the end of the book)
How did you go? Did you get them all right?
You are very smart, so you probably did. Or at least
most of them.

There will be another reward at the end of the next
chapter, but right now it is time to tell you more about
our amazing, awesome, excellent camping weekend.

